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HR

When comfort becomes a key element to success

Zoli Antonio srl reserves the right, at any time, to make technical and esthetic changes to our models

NEW ZOLI

HR

Italian Technique and Style

COMPETITION

ERGONOMICS

HANDLING

PRECISION

MADE BY ZOLI

ADJUSTABLE RIB – SCREW-ADJUSTABLE IMPACT POINT

MONTECARLO OFF-SET
STOCK WITH ADJUSTABLE
COMB.

Z-SPORT BLACK

Model

Gauge

Barrel
length

Z-SPORT SILVER HR11

12

75cm
81cm

Z-SPORT BLACK HR11

12

75cm
81cm

Z-EXTRA HR11

12

75cm
81cm

12

75cm
81cm

AMBASSADOR EL Gold

Chokes
Fixed

Stock finishing

Interchangeble
extended

Stock

5 pcs
Fixed chokes
option available
with extra costs
only on 30” bbl

5 pcs
5 pcs
5 pcs

Ajustable
Montecarlo
Off-Set
stock

Epoxy

Oil

Yes

On request

Yes

On request

Yes

On request

Yes

On request

Detachable
trigger
mechanism
Hand detachable
loaded with powerful
coil springs coated
with self-lubricant material. All critical parts
are titanium-nitride
treated for maximum
resistance to corrosion
and tear and wear

Adjustable top rib
11x7

11x11

75cm 30”

81cm 32”

75cm 30”

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Z-SPORT SILVER

EXTRA

AMBASSADOR REGENT

BARRELS ARE
SILVER SOLDERED

Z-GUN HR
The Zoli HR Competition shotgun has been designed in every facet to be a performance driven,
reliable target crusher.
Created to win using the best of technology innovation & old world craftsmanship. Ergonomic between the hands balance, focused pointability and
ease from first to second target acquisition make
this Italian thoroughbred designed specifically to
become one with the shooter.
Heads up bio-mechanical comfort design focuses
your eyes on the target for greater visibility while
reducing neck and shoulder fatigue.
Less felt recoil due to low profile
Boss-type locking system & engineering born innovation translates
to a straight line recoil path.
Adjustable POI , with user friendly
adjustment wheel.

TRIGGER IS ADJUSTABLE
IN THREE DIFFERENT
POSITIONS.
1

2

1) BHB

A device placed in the pistol grip and barrel, designed to
personalize the dynamic behavior of the shotgun. (on request)

Dynamic handling, forged and silver soldered barrels with factory guarantied point of impacted
turns the Zoli barrels into the successful key
element which shoots where you look.
The offset Monte Carlo style stock
with the ideal pitch and the slight
rollover comb combined with the
right or left hand palm swell makes
this stock the most customized but
still standard stock of all high rib
guns.
The success of the Zoli HR is at large the tribute
to the perfect marriage between
stock and barrel.

2) Trigger mechanism

is completely hand-detachable and loaded with powerful coil springs coated
with self-lubricant material. All critical parts are titanium-nitride treated for
maximum resistance to corrosion and tear and wear.

3) Locking system
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This consists of a split, Boss-type locking bolt that precisely matches the
locking hooks of the monoblock. It is available in different measures to be
replaced after intensive use.

4) Stainless steel firing pin

Unbreakable firing pins allow for dry firing without snap caps

5) Monolithic action, trigger plate and monoblock
5
4

The action, trigger plate and monoblock
represent the heart of the gun. These
components are all made using
forged alloy steel.

6) Chokes

Barrels are provided with 5 interchangeable, titanium-coated choke tubes.
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